Winter’s Worst, We’re at Our Best

Nasty, persistent cold has greatly contributed to impressive snow and ice storms of late. The fun began with the Christmas Weekend Blizzard spanning from the Delmarva to New England and included the heavily populated Philadelphia and New York City areas. More recently, two storms brought cross country snow during the second week of January, including substantial ice in the South.

The winter storms have raised questions not only on timeliness of snow removal, but also ongoing maintenance following the storms due to melting and freezing episodes.

The AccuWeather.com Forensics Team has the expertise to determine the amount of snow that fell, as well as the extent and timing of periods of melting and freezing, and the extent of blowing and drifting snow following the storm.

The team of Forensic Meteorologists at AccuWeather.com will use their combined experience of over 100 years to examine all relevant weather data and supply you with the facts and findings via verbal consultation or a written, signed report, as well as expert testimony.

Our winter expertise includes not only slip and fall incidents, but also snow load/roof collapse issues as well as damage from high winds, flooding and frozen pipes.

There is no fee for the initial phone consultation. Give the AccuWeather.com Forensics Department a call at 814-235-8626 during normal business hours between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Eastern, Monday through Friday or leave a voice mail in confidence and one of our Forensic Meteorologists will get back to you as soon as possible.